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SciPEP: an AI-powered Scientific Misinformation Labeler -- A Prototype Design

Motivation

• Misinformation & Disinformation (MIDIS) 
is spreading rapidly due to its 
effectiveness.

• Efforts have been made to develop 
systems to fight the spread of MIDIS, 
but they require human intervention, 
which lacks the needed rapid response.

• We are exploring how to automatically 
respond to MIDIS by extracting claims 
from scientific papers and how to 
effectively communicate our findings to 
end-users

Summary

• AI-based human-centered design 
system that extracts scientific article 
claims and provides evidence to end-
user in the form of confidence scores. 

• Our system alerts users on how many 
scientific papers contain information 
that agrees or disagrees with the 
information they are reading. 

Goal

• Credibility score and explanation based 
on AI-powered system.

• Web-based interface
• Investigation of end-user trust, 

influence, and usability
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Searching and Labeling

• Use deep discourse model to extract 
claims from scientific news articles

• Search for pertinent scientific papers via 
open access APIs

• Predict  stances of abstracts based on 
sentence-level semantics

• A linear model to aggregate stances 
from labeled papers

Domain Knowledge Entity 
Extraction

• Entities that represent domain knowledge 
• DKEs exists in news articles and research 

papers 

• Transformer model for DKE extraction 
(F1=0.92—1.00).

Experiments 

• Source news: extracted from snopes.com and 
sciencealert.com. 

• Use DKEs to find candidate papers from 
search engine APIs, such as arXiv or 
SemanticScholar

• Use BERT to encode documents 
• Claim verification models trained on 

snopes.com dataset (Hanselowski et al. 2019 
CoNLL)

SciPEP Implementation

• Left window: original news
• Right window: results returned by the AI-

powered labeler, including 
(1) A graphical view for the confidence 

score
(2) Metadata of pertinent papers
(3) Numbers of papers in each stance

• Snopes.com serves as the human 
intervention comparison to validate the 
system effectiveness.

Psychological User Study 
(ongoing)

• IRB Application approved
• Design experimental materials
• Recruiting participants
• Assessment usability and contrast with 

Snopes.com
• Completing statistical analyses 

Deliverables
• SciPEP: an AI-powered credibility labeling 

system for scientific news
• A dataset containing fake scientific news, 

manual debunking information from 
Snopes.com, scientific papers and claims.

• A survey dataset about scientific 
misinformation for future study

• Psychological assessment and analytical 
results as a preliminary work for future fund

Federal Grant Enabled
• NSF REU on disinformation $324k (2022-2024)
• Co-PI: Jian Wu

Architecture

The star in question is called AG Draconis: a well-known binary 
star that's been observed by astronomers since the late 19th century.

News article: 

AG Draconis is a strongly interacting binary system which 
manifests characteristic symbiotic activity of alternating quiescent 
and active stages.

Research paper: 


